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# 1:

We don’t really know what
good planning looks like.

# 2:

Not knowing the True Wrench Time
of your Maintenance Staff?

# 3:

The True Definition of Maintenance
Planning has never been written down and
followed based on known Best Practices.

# 4:

We don’t understand the difference
between Planning and Scheduling.

# 5:

Maintenance Planners or Planner/Schedulers
are not trained by a true Maintenance
Planning and Scheduling Professional?

# 6:

We think it is all about the Planner,
& the rest of us can still be reactive.

# 7:

Materials Management is operated in a highly
reactive, non-focused state.

# 8:

Preventive Maintenance is conducted and
yet failures continue!

# 9:

No focus, or little focus on Prevention
or Identification of Failure Modes!

# 10:

No one has the right Key Performance
Indicators for Maintenance Planning!
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#1:
We don’t
really
know what
good
planning
looks like.
“you don’t
know,
what you
don’t know”
See Tables 1a/1b
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#2

Not knowing the True Wrench Time
of your Maintenance Staff?
“Average Wrench Time of a Reactive
Organization – 10 to 30%”
“Average Wrench Time of a Proactive
Organization – 55 to 70%”

What Is Wrench Time?

Wrench Time is defined as the actual amount of
time a crafts person spends doing value added
work.
A Wrench Time Study, or Work Sampling Study,
is aimed at identifying and then eliminating or
mitigating the time spent on non-value added tasks.
• World Class Wrench Time is 55-65%
• Most companies have a Wrench Time
between 18-30%.
“Your system is perfectly designed to deliver
precisely the results you’re getting.”
– W. Edwards Deming, PhD

Guiding Principles of Wrench Time Studies
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Identify the percent of time maintenance personnel
are delayed due to one of these specific reasons:
a. Traveling to and from the workplace: items
not in the plan
b. Breakdown Planning: (emergencies or urgent
work) waiting for parts, people, etc.
c. Training: technical, safety, etc.
d. Meetings: training, safety, etc.
e. Work Execution: waiting on parts, waiting on
someone, etc.
f. Breaks: lunch, heat breaks, etc.
g. Waiting: waiting on supervisor, another
maintenance person, production, etc.
h. Administrative: Union issues; personnel
issues; discussion with supervisor about
vacation, work orders, etc.

WARNING:
“Drive out fear, so that everyone may work
effectively for the company.”
– W. Edwards Deming, PhD
We never want our employees to fear any actions
we take as managers. If a wrench time study is to be
conducted, it is necessary to discuss the reasons for
the study and its value.
Do not follow the “just do it” approach. You want your
maintenance personnel to buy in to the process.
The only reason for conducting a Wrench
Time Study is to identify the delays causing
maintenance to be less efficient

on themselves by means of an electronic data logger
(PDA) on which they answer some simple questions
each time it signals.
With this method, no one is following anyone around;
each person logs his/her own responses when
prompted.
Each day, the PDA is given to a different person who
carries it around and, when the PDA signals, responds
with what he/she is doing at that moment. This process
minimizes the fear Dr. Deming was talking about.

What Does the Data Tell Us?

All of the efficiencies and inefficiencies that an
organization exhibits are reflected in the effective
wrench time of a maintenance crafts person.

Pay Attention to
This Message:
A Wrench Time Study is
not about finding personnel
who are inefficient, making
mistakes, or performing poorly.
It is about the quality of the
planning process and how the
organization uses the planning
process.

How Is a Work Sampling
Study Conducted?
Over the years, Work Sampling
Studies have taken many
forms. The most infamous
is the Industrial Engineer
following someone around all
day with a clipboard and stop
watch. This technique rarely
achieves accurate results.
I prefer a method where
personnel conduct the study
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When there is poor interdepartmental communication,
it will be reflected in wrench time. Where the stores
function is not efficiently managed, it will be reflected
in wrench time. Where the planning process is
insufficient, it will be reflected in wrench time.
Essentially, the purpose of a Work Sampling Study is to
measure the level of effectiveness of the planning and
scheduling function within an organization, although the
study goes beyond the efficiency of the planners and
schedulers. A Work Sampling Study measures the way
the organization uses the information that comes from
the planners. It measures how each of the departments
within an organization works together to accomplish
work. It measures the planning and scheduling function
of the organization.
In other words, a Wrench Time Study is used to
determine what the typical day for a maintenance crafts
person looks like at a particular facility.

How Many Observations Are Required for a
Statistically Valid Study?
2,000 – 3000. Sorry;
if it were easy, everyone would be doing it!

Awareness of a Problem
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The more an organization is aware of its problems,
the easier those problems are to fix. By participating
in a Work Sampling Study, and being as accurate
as possible about activities during the study, system
inefficiencies will be easy to identify.
Once these are identified and addressed, the daily
stress that people, especially maintenance crafts
people, have will be reduced.
Imagine going to a job and the parts are already kitted
and waiting for you. The machine is already shut down,
cleaned out, and locked out by the operator. The job
plan contains all the necessary detail required for the
job, and maybe even a little more… just in case you
need it for reference. How much easier would life be?

This is the goal of any maintenance organization,
and the Work Sampling Study is a tool that can help
accomplish this goal.
Finally, motivation is high, reliability is optimized, and
everyone is happy. This is a fact and has been seen
many times by managers around the world.

Outcomes of the Wrench Time Study
What happens if Wrench Time is improved?
• Maintenance work is completed on time.
• Production capacity increases.
• Everyone is happier.

What could happen as a result of increased
Wrench Time?

• Maintenance personnel could now be used as
planners and schedulers.
• Maintenance personnel could be trained as
Maintenance Engineering Technicians
(they make the best problem solvers).
• Human-Induced Failures are rare.
• Production operates the equipment to specification
and as such cost is reduced & capacity increases
beyond expectations.
• The culture of the site is more motivated & open to
change.

#3

The True Definition of Maintenance
Planning has never been written
down and followed based on
known Best Practices.

Maintenance Planning Definition

The Identification of the parts, tools, procedures,
coordination, and standards/specifications required
for effective maintenance work in order to increase
wrench time and asset availability and reliability.

#4

We don’t understand the
difference between Planning
and Scheduling.

“Maintenance Planning”
Is the Identification of the parts, tools, procedures,
coordination, and standards/specifications
required for effective maintenance work in order
to increase wrench time and asset availability and
reliability.
“Maintenance Scheduling”
Is to ensure the right personnel are at the right
place at the right time to minimize interruption to
operation/production; this includes maintenance,
production, engineering, safety, and contractors,
etc.
“Without a true definition of maintenance planning
planning, you will never achieve your goal of
optimal reliability at optimal cost”
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#5

Maintenance Planners or
Planner/Schedulers are not
trained by a true Maintenance
Planning and Scheduling
Professional?

If companies understood the true value of a fully
trained maintenance planner they would spare no
expense to have them trained and coached by a
true professional
(check references). Think about how a trained and
skilled planner benefits an organization;
• Increase wrench time (be sure the maintenance
supervisor is trained as well) increases from
20% to 40%. Maintenance is now completing
100% more work and equipment failures have
reduced at a rate never seen before.
• Everyone in maintenance and production must
understand how maintenance planning works.
• A maintenance planner does not reactive to daily
problems; this is the supervisor’s function. They
do not rush parts or help as a maintenance tech.
“Without a true master trainer/coach you can never
achieve excellence”

Breaks In The Maintenance Schedule

#6

We think it is all about the Planner,
& the rest of us can still be
reactive.

• Do not blame maintenance leadership because of
their reactive mind set. They were taught this way
by someone else.
• How do you change this way of thinking? By
visiting a company who has proactive planning in
place & the results of equipment reliability proves it.
“If their thinking does not change maintenance planning
will always be reactive”

#7

Materials Management is
operated in a highly reactive,
non-focused state.

• Materials Management will not kit parts in a
kitted area or drop parts at a specific location
near the work site the day or evening prior.
• Materials Management does not operate a
min/max/safety stock inventory based on
a criticality assessment of parts.
• Materials Management does have vendors
trained to deliver the right part, at the right time,
with the right quantity.
• Materials Management Scorecard is not posted
for all to see;
- % of time parts are delivered on time
- % of time stock level of critical parts drop below
safety stock
- % of time parts are kitted and delivered for work
planned by the maintenance planner
(these parts must be in a secured area)
- % of parts validated it meets what is recorded in
the CMMS/EAM
- Vendor with the highest record of parts delivered late
• Materials Management does not perform PM on
highly critical stores items such as large motors,
bearings, etc.

“This is not about a Department or People, it is all
about a Proactive Process followed and
committed to by management”
“He who lives in a glass house should
not throw stones”

#8

Preventive Maintenance is
conducted and yet failures
continue!

What is happening is the PM program is not
effective. Sure we meet PM Compliance however
we do not measure the failure rate or Mean Time
Between Failure or Mean Time Between Repair of
the assets we PM.
An ineffective PM or PdM program takes away
resources and time which could be used in a
proactive state.
Below: Example of Results from an Actual PM
Evaluation; ineffective PMs pulls resources needed
for proactive planning into reactive Maintenance
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#9

No focus, or little focus on Prevention
or Identification of Failure Modes!

Failure Modes Analysis is what we want to prevent or Identify early enough
we so failure will not occur.
A good example of Prevention would be Conducted Known Best Lubrication
Practices to Industries Standards. A good example of early Identification is
the use of ultrasound to identify a defect, or abnormality, early enough we
can plan the job and schedule it early enough failure does not occur. See the
example below.
“Key Elements of a Proactive Maintenance Strategy”

#10

No one has the right Key Performance Indicators
for Maintenance Planning!

Key performance indicators are identified to show to a planner if they are
headed in the right direction or not. Knowing where you are is the first step
to success. These KPIs should be posted for all to see and measured on a
weekly basic and must be defined and truly measurable. It is ok to have a KPI
which is not performing to expectations, what is not ok is doing nothing about it.
A few KPIs you may use are:
• % of Planned Work – The percent of all jobs which are planned.
A Planned job is to have parts kitted, special tools identified,
repeatable/effective procedures, coordination identified, and
standards/specifications identified at the minimum
• % of Rework – The percent of planned jobs which required someone to go
back to the same asset for the same reason within 90 days.
• Average Mean Time Between when Parts are ordered (by the planner not
purchasing) and delivered to the Planner’s kitted area.
• % of Scheduling Meeting where all parties who are to be coordinated with
join the weekly scheduling meeting by functional area.
• % of Time when a part of reserved in storeroom and released to someone
without the planner who reserved it allowed it to be release for something
other than a planned job.

Maintenance Planner Dashboard
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